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Details of Visit:

Author: brooksey
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 6 Oct 2011 13:30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Adele Bella
Phone: 07852140116

The Premises:

Spacious and immaculate premises in one of the grand Victorian terraces of South Kensington.
Extremely comfortable room with en-suite bathroom.

The Lady:

Adele is a strikingly beautiful blonde South African lady in her late twenties, about 5' 7" in her
stilettos and deliciously curvy, but without having an unnecessary ounce on her body (she told me
the sex keeps her fit and firm). She is also a warm, lively and intelligent person. You could easily
imagine taking her for a drink, or on a date. Any time spent in her company would be a pleasure.  

The Story:

An excellent venue and easy to find: arrived more or less punctually and was shown into the room
by the receptionist with minimum fuss. Within a short time, Adele entered. I was pleased to note that
not only, as the old clich? goes, was she even more stunning than her pics, but was also as
charming and friendly as I had expected from our previous contact on the internet. We started with
some gentle kissing and foreplay as I slowly undressed her and explored her body with my mouth
and hands, returning periodically to her sumptuous mouth for DFK which was sensual and
passionate. Eventually we settled into an extended RO session of which she gave every evidence
of extreme enjoyment. The return OWO was also amazing as she revealed a true talent for sensual
oral, maintaining eye contact throughout. Then it was time for the rubber to be applied and I first
entered her in mish enabling me to conduct the action while gazing into her blue eyes. We changed
to some energetic doggy. Adele again made very appreciative noises as she grasped the bed
railings and I had a good view of her lovely bum. Finally she finished me off with a combined
hand/blow job. She was quite ready for CIM but, in the end, in order to get me off she had to wank
me quite vigorously so CIM was a bit impractical. Afterwards we spent the remaining few minutes of
our time cuddling and chatting like old lovers. A simply perfect experience in which she was at all
times attentive to my needs, but without any feeling that I was being hurried in any way. I was
staggered when she told me she had only been in the business for 7 weeks.

Adele is a real find, a stunning girl with an outstanding attitude to her job, and a superb gfe. I hadn't
been to HoD before, but I'm quite sure I will visit again and will certainly return to Adele.
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